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*Flight schedule is correct at the time of publication and is subject to change.

Contact Royal Brunei Airlines at 221 2222 or visit our website.

Fly with us from Brunei to Taipei
FLIGHT SCHEDULE*

FIND YOUR #NEXTSUNRISE

            FROM                   DESTINATION                          SCHEDULE                     FLIGHT NO.    DEPART*     ARRIVE*

         Brunei                       Taipei             Monday, Thursday, Friday       BI 451          11:00         14:30       

          Taipei                      Brunei              Monday, Thursday, Friday       BI 452         15:30         19:00

In Taipei, the sun
  rises with tradition
3x WEEKLY FROM 3  DECEMBER 2018



Check out eMuhibah at www.flyroyalbrunei.com   Be a fan on  facebook.com/RoyalBruneiAirlines   Follow us on  twitter.com/RoyalBruneiAir

RB Board of Directors, 
Management and 
staff at the RB Staff 
Appreciation and 
Awards Night 2018.

With warm regards,
Karam Chand
Chief Executive Officer

Dear Guests,

Welcome aboard your flight today with Royal Brunei 
Airlines (RB). Our team has worked meticulously behind 
the scenes to prepare your flight and to ensure you 
have a wonderful journey. 

We are delighted to announce that we are resuming 
flights to Taipei, effective 3 December, 2018 as a thrice 
weekly service. RB first flew from Bandar Seri Begawan 
to Taipei in 1986, and we are excited to once again 
reconnect the cities and provide direct and seamless 
travel options to our guests. Taipei is projected to be 
a key tourism market for Brunei Darussalam and also 
a major contributor to the RB network. We are also 
pleased to announce our new services to Haikou, 
capital of Hainan province, which will commence from 
30 October, 2018 as a twice weekly service.

In addition to the news of our new routes, RB is pleased 
to announce that it has advanced 14 positions in 
Skytrax World Ranking to 78th place for the best 
airlines in the world for 2018. The World Airline Awards 
by Skytrax is held in high esteem for its independent 
airline and airport evaluation, with no outside 
sponsorship or external influence. The recognition 
will further motivate us to continue to invest in our 
products and services to ensure we continue to meet 
and exceed guests’ expectations. One example is the 
investment in our brand new A320NEO fleet of aircraft 
which entered into RB services in June this year. The 
cabin features, especially the inflight entertainment, 
has been applauded as “best in class” and five-star for 
Regional Services. 

RB also marked 43 proud years of service in May this 
year and it would not have been possible without 
our people who are our greatest assets. At our RB 
Appreciation and Awards Night on 10 August, 2018 we 
honoured over 150 long-serving RB employees who have 
served the airline with dedication and loyalty, ranging 
from 20 to 40 years. On behalf of the Board of Directors 
and Management, we would like to extend our deepest 
appreciation to them on this service milestone and for 
their remarkable service to the national airline.  

As always, I would like to conclude with a sincere word 
of thanks to you for flying with RB today and, for our 
part, we will continue to do our very best and earn your 
support in the future. We invite you to sit back, relax 
and enjoy our warm Bruneian hospitality. We would be 
delighted to hear from you on your experience with RB 
today. Please email us at guestexperience@rba.com.bn 
to share your thoughts.

Betterfly Royal Brunei.

WELCOME ONBOARD CEO’S MESSAGE
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Roundup of Royal Brunei Airlines happenings.

RB participated in the 15th Yayasan Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Hari 
Raya Aidilfitri celebration, held at the International Convention Centre 
(ICC) in Berakas, on 5 July, 2018. The event was graced by His Majesty 
Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin Waddaulah ibni Al-Marhum 
Sultan Haji Omar ‘Ali Saifuddien Sa’adul Khairi Waddien, Sultan and 
Yang Di-Pertuan of Brunei Darussalam and Her Majesty Duli Raja Isteri 
Pengiran Anak Hajah Saleha binti Al-Marhum Pengiran Pemancha 
Pengiran Anak Haji Mohamed Alam, along with other members of the 
royal family. This year’s celebration brought together various corporations 
and GLCs together with graduates and job seekers in an effort to facilitate 
cooperation between the various parties with the theme “Developing the 
National Economy by Empowering the Private Sector”. 

RB had a more intimate Raya celebration the day before, hosting an open 
house for its business partners, clients, friends and colleagues at the 
Royal Brunei Recreation Club on 4 July, 2018. 

�������������������������

Team RB was proud to participate yet again in the 
annual Bersama Rakyat event held in conjunction with 
His Majesty Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin 
Waddaulah ibni Al-Marhum Sultan Haji Omar ‘Ali 
Saifuddien Sa’adul Khairi Waddien, Sultan and Yang 
Di-Pertuan of Brunei Darussalam's 72nd birthday 
celebrations at the Taman Haji Sir Omar Ali Saifuddien 
on 29 July, 2018. The joyous meet-and-greet event was 
festive with the traditional grand parade, performances 
and fly-past by the Royal Brunei Armed Forces.

����������ǐ��Ⱥȵ���
���������������������

Team RB participated in the annual boat race 
competition, the Brunei Darussalam Regatta 
2018, held on 13 August, 2018 at Dermaga 
Diraja in Bandar Seri Begawan. The event also 
got the royal touch when His Majesty Sultan 
Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin Waddaulah 
ibni Al-Marhum Sultan Haji Omar ‘Ali Saifuddien 
Sa’adul Khairi Waddien, Sultan and Yang 
Di-Pertuan of Brunei Darussalam, joined the 
race in a special category in the afternoon. The 
full-day event, organised in conjunction with 
His Majesty’s 72nd birthday celebrations, saw 
12 boat race categories being contested. Team 
RB finished in third place for their category. 

������������������
��
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RB recently held its Staff Appreciation and Awards Night at the Royal Brunei 
Recreation Club to recognise its employees’ contribution to the organisation. 
Held on 10 August, 2018 the annual appreciation night was graced by 
Minister of Finance, YB Dato Seri Setia Dr Awang Haji Mohd Amin Liew 
Abdullah, who is also RB’s Chairman. Apart from recognising and appreciating 
employees for their efforts in contributing towards RB’s success, awards were 
also given to long-serving employees who reached the service milestones of 
20, 30 and 40 years. Recipients for the 40 years Long Service Awards include 
Ms Irene Lee Sia Han, Dayang Hjh Halimah Hj Ahmad, Mr Lim Beng Huat,  
Ms Woo Geok Ting and Awang Hassan Hj Pungut. 

For the first time, the Star Recognition Awards was also introduced and 
awarded to employees who have gone above and beyond their duties; 
not only in terms of service excellence and guest care, but also in 
displaying exemplary character and team spirit in their daily tasks. The 
recipients of the inaugural award, based on nominations from fellow RB 
staff, were Dayang Nurul Suzainee Abdullah (Star Champion), Ms Maggie 
Low (Star Leader), Ms Jane Ting (Star Support), Dayang Siti Noorbayu 
Abdullah (Star Warm), Dayang Siti Rozydhah Hj Ibrahim (Star Admin) and 
Mr James Wee Ming Juhn (Star Achiever). 

���		���������������������������
��

On 10 August, 2018 RB hosted a 
study visit from students of Baekseok 
University, South Korea as part of their 
Aviation Specialist Field Experience 
Program. The visit enabled students to 
gain insights into the workings of the 
airline company.

������������	����
�������������������

RB honoured a total of 104 of its long-
serving employees during a special event 
held at the Royal Brunei Recreation Club 
on 10 August, 2018. At the special hi-tea 
session, milestone employees who have 
served the company for 20 years were 
recognised and celebrated. Mr Karam 
Chand, RB CEO, congratulated the 
employees and thanked them for their 
achievements, dedication and loyal support 
throughout their tenure and presented each 
of them with an award. 

���
ǈ������
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Pottery's mind-clearing benefits are aplenty.
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SHAPE 
Throwing 

Get elbow deep in clay 
with the latest chic craze 
– pottery!
Words EMMA RAMSAY    
Images ��������������
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In March this year, the National Gallery 
of Victoria launched A Modern Life: 
Tablewares 1930s – 1980s, giving visitors 
a glimpse into the domestic lives of eras 
past featuring over 140 never-seen-before 
tablewares including dinner services, 
pitchers, teapots, mugs and plates from the 
1930s to the 1980s. Most notably of the 
exhibition, which will run until January 2019, 
is that the launch came hot on the heels of 
a ceramic renaissance. 

Over the last 10 years, ceramics have 
become the go-to art picked up by 
both amateurs and professional artists, 
appreciated for its endearing qualities that 
provide the maker a creative expression 
that is both gratifying and therapeutic. 
There is even research to indicate doing 
ceramics can alleviate symptoms of 
depression. This is hardly surprising, seeing 
how digitally-obsessed we have become 
as a society, picking up pottery – with its 
tactile experience and free-form expression 
– can be extremely rewarding.

It is no surprise then to see many communal 
clay studios popping across Melbourne 
and regional Victoria. Slow Clay Centre is 
perfect for potters looking to get their hands 
dirty. Housed in a beautiful Collingwood 
warehouse, the studio introduces students 
to classes such as introduction to the 
pottery wheel and the unique Slow Clay 
method. The method, inspired by the 
Japanese techniques that are ergonomically 
sound, helps beginners develop early 
on planned movements for the most 
economical and effective way to create. 

Under the guidance of experienced potters, 
there is little chance for beginners to feel 
anything but excited about trying their 
hands in something new. Take a cue from 
well-known Brunswick potter, James Lemon, 
who says that every piece is made with 
the intention of mirroring organic shapes; 
imperfection is the object, highlighting the 
material origin of each item and the human 
hands that made it. Thus, potters working 
under this philosophy will sure reap some 
creative results at the end of their journey. 

02

02
Pottery endears 
with its calming 
expression.

03
The Bendigo 
Potteries Museum.
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The same philosophy is shared at 
Elsternwick’s Céramiques. Students taking 
up any of their classes are encouraged to 
look at pottery beyond churning a mug 
and saucer, but instead are instilled with 
the passion to explore and express their 
individual creativity. Any pieces taken home 
after a class is merely a bonus.

Once you have mastered the art of pottery, 
advanced potters and DIY types can get 
the tools of the trade from Northcote 
Pottery Supplies that stocks pottery 
materials including clay, glazes, tools and 
kiln products. Northcote also offers a 
range of short courses, workshops and 
masterclasses for those wanting to develop 
or expand their knowledge of ceramics. 
For a pottery class with a difference, try 
checking out Put Your Heart Into It. Its 
pottery workshops are designed to create 
a sense of community and connection so 
students learn the art of moulding mud 
over a seasonal grazing table of local and 
native foods.

Royal Brunei Airlines flies  
Melbourne daily. Discover 
things to do in Melbourne in 
www.muhibah.com.bn

Slightly further afield, keen potters can take 
a road trip to the surf coast and visit the 
Takeawei studio in Torquay. Road trippers 
can take a one-day wheel classes or a 
6-week course suitable for beginners and 
intermediate students. Meanwhile, one 
of Australia’s oldest working potteries, 
Bendigo Potteries, has been creating high 
quality ceramics for over 150 years. A major 
attraction in the Goldfields region, a visit to 
Bendigo Potteries offers visitors a unique 
combination of great shopping, hands 
on clay experiences and the opportunity 
to step back in time at the Interpretive 
Museum that traces pottery’s production 
process, including a collection of historic 
wood fired kilns.

05

04
Pottery classes 
for all levels are 
easily available.

05
Bringing home 
a piece of your 

work is a bonus.
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AUTUMN 
Ramblings
Six Lake District locations to visit this autumn.
Words ��������������Images �������������
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As the Lake District National Park in north-west England 
became the UK’s biggest UNESCO World Heritage 
site last year, its popularity continued to soar, and the 
summer is, undoubtedly, a lovely time to visit. Savvy 
travellers, however, will find the Lakes and their towns 
and villages are equally beautiful to visit in the autumn; 
the scenery is ablaze with colour, the summer crowds 
have thinned out and there’s plenty to see and do during 
these months. Here are our picks on the best sojourn to 
enjoy this Fall.
 

WINDERMERE AND BOWNESS
Right at the heart of the Lake District the towns of 
Windermere and Bowness boast picturesque lakes 
scenery wherever you turn. Catch those bright 
autumn colours from the water itself and climb aboard 
Windermere Lake Cruises’ steamers. This cruise can 
also take you to the neo-gothic Wray Castle. Looming 
over the shores of Windermere, it’s not your typical 
castle displaying family heirlooms and portraits. Rather, 
there’s something here for everyone, and the little ones 
especially will love the dressing up, castle building and 
adventure play areas. For a different class of architecture, 
head to Blackwell House, a brilliant example of the Arts 
& Crafts movement from the early 20th century, that 
retains many of its original features and holds fantastic 
permanent and visiting exhibitions. From 21 September 
until February 2019 the House will host an exhibition of 
ceramics by Turner Prize-winner Grayson Perry.

Children’s author and illustrator Beatrix Potter was one 
of the Lakes’ most famous residents and all ages can 
enjoy the World of Beatrix Potter Attraction. You’ll feel as 
if you’re stepping into one of her books. Little ones will 
particularly love the Peter Rabbit Tea Party that’s taking 
place from 20 October-30 December.
 

01
The picturesque  

Lake Windermere.

02
The historic Main Hall, 

Blackwell House.

03
The White Drawing Room, 

Blackwell House.

04
World of Beatrix Potter. 
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KENDAL
A smart, handsome market town, Kendal is the Lakes’ arts and 
culture centre and packed with independent cafés. Catch a 
play, exhibition, comedy or music event at the town’s thriving 
cultural hub, the Brewery Arts Centre; get your fix of art at the 
hidden gem that is the Abbot Hall Art Gallery, set in the Grade 
I-listed 18th-century building of Abbot Hall; or experience a 
dose of history at Kendal Castle, once the family home of the 
sixth wife of Henry VIII, Katherine Parr. Book onto a walking tour 
to hear more of its dynamic history and admire the excellent 
views from its hilltop vantage point.

Kendal is also a festival hotspot. In November it welcomes the 
Kendal Mountain Festival, an award-winning adventure film 
and speaker festival and a must-visit gathering for outdoor 
enthusiasts. From 7-9 September Lakes Alive will return, 
bringing contemporary art, activities and performances 
to Kendal and the wider Lake District National Park. On 14 
September, the Kendal Torchlight Carnival takes place, followed 
by the only comic art festival in the UK, The Lakes International 
Comic Art Festival, taking over the whole of the town in 
October. Another way to experience the rich heritage and 
culture in the Lakes are the Lakes Culture Signature Experience, 
where four different routes have been created for visitors to 
experience different areas and their rich heritage and culture.
 

05
06

05
The remains of 
Kendal Castle.

06
The festive Kendal 

Montain Festival.

FEATURES
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CONISTON
Coniston, nestled between Coniston Water and the 
Coniston Fells, comes from a copper mining and slate 
quarrying background and today, the village’s proximity 
to dramatic landscapes – lakes, mountains, waterfalls, 
tarns, woods – means walking, sightseeing, water sports, 
mountaineering and horse riding are all prevalent here.

The most notable feature of Coniston Village is The Old 
Man of Coniston, an 803-metre-high fell. For a slightly 
easier walk with incredible views, head to Tarn Hows, set 
more than 183 metres in the hills above Coniston, that has 
a lovely, easy, 2.4-kilometre pathway showing off the best of 
the gorgeous Langdale Pikes.

Another lovely way to see Coniston Water and the Fells is by 
the steam yacht gondola; the trip takes you past Coniston 
Hall and then on to Brantwood, the home of celebrated 
Victorian art critic and artist John Ruskin. You can alight 
here to explore the house, filled with many fine paintings, 
beautiful furniture and Ruskin’s personal treasures. 
 

07

0908

07
Explore Coniston Fells 

by boat. 

08
The Ruskin Museum.

09
John Ruskin's home.
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KESWICK & ULLSWATER
Keswick is close to the lakes of Ullswater, Derwentwater and 
Bassenthwaite, as well as the mountains of Grizedale Pike, 
Skiddaw and Catbells, yet it’s not just a walkers’ paradise. Head 
out onto Ullswater Lake on board Ullswater Steamers for a 
relaxed view of the beautiful scenery or, if you’re looking for an 
adrenaline rush, check out Honister, an innovative adventure 
attraction (and also England’s last working slate mine). Climb 
the original miners’ route (the Via Ferrata Classic), an exposed 
adventure climbing course created from cargo nets and wire 
bridges strung 366 metres above the valley floor and, if you’re 
feeling particularly brave, take the bigger challenge by climbing 
the Via Ferrata Extreme!

Keswick is also one of the Lakes’ cultural highlights. Professional 
producing theatre, Theatre on the Lake, close to Derwentwater 
on the edge of Keswick, is probably in one of the prettiest theatre 
settings imaginable and you can catch a play here throughout 
the year. And we mustn’t forget the most niche of museums; 
the Pencil Museum! It’s more than just pencils (although the 
collection does include gems such as secret WW2 pencils 
complete with hidden maps!); it also runs art workshops.
 

10
The calm waters of 

Derwentwater.

11
The valley of 

Bassenthwaite is 
great for exploring.

12
Spot a wildllife at 

Martindale.

13
Steamers are a great 

way to experience 
the Lakes.

14
Take the climbing 

challenge at 
Honsiter!

12 14

13
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AMBLESIDE
Ambleside is surrounded by magnificent Lakeland 
fells and is a town with an energetic vibe, yet it’s also 
home to one of the oldest standing buildings in the 
Lakes, the quirky, picturesque Bridge House, which 
dates back to the 17th century, and a true Lakes icon.

A visit to Ambleside also means you’re very close to 
Hill Top House, the 17th-century farmhouse where 
Beatrix Potter lived, wrote and based many of her 
much-loved stories. When she left the house to the 
National Trust she left instructions about how it 
should be shown, so it stands exactly as she knew it 
and lived in it.

Some of Potter’s works can also be viewed at the 
Armitt Museum, Gallery & Library – she was one of 
its earliest supporters – which features the history 
of life, photography and fine art of the Lake District. 
Or for a slice of contemporary art, head to the 
Old Courthouse Gallery, showcasing glassworks, 
jewellery, wall art and ceramics, which you can also 
buy. A great way to spend an evening in Ambleside 
is at the Jazz Bar of Zeffirellis, where contemporary 
jazz and world music performances take place 
throughout the week.
 

15
Ambleside has an 

energetic vibe.

16
Take the boat 

around Ambleside 
for a historic tour.

15
16
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17
View of Ravenglass 

from the sea.

18
The scenic village 

that exemplifies the 
historical Ravenglass 

district.

17

18

Royal Brunei Airlines flies London  
daily via Dubai and direct to London  
�����ȍȓ��������ǂ�ȍȋȌȓ���������� 
connections to other cities. Discover  
things to do in London in www.muhibah.com.bn

RAVENGLASS
Ravenglass is the Lake District’s only coastal 
village and history emanates from every corner, 
from its Bronze Age settlements to its Roman forts 
and from its Viking remains to medieval mills. You 
can even go back to the Victorian era of steam 
and experience the Ravenglass & Eskdale steam 
railway, which takes you on a stunning 11-kilometre 
journey through the National Park.

A must-visit in the area is Muncaster Castle. Still 
lived in by the same family after nine centuries, 
Muncaster is said to be haunted and, this 
November, will hold a Scientific Ghost Vigil. If that 
doesn’t sound quite your thing, the castle itself is 
fascinating to explore and you can enjoy bird of 
prey displays at its Hawk and Owl Centre right up 
until December.
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The problem with Paris is that there is just too many things to 
do. Whatever the time you visit, Paris is filled with incredible 
events, not to mention the multitude of museums with its ever-
changing exhibitions. This season, we guide you through some 
of the best picks and tackling classic sites and shows like a pro.

PARIS DESIGN WEEK
The sprawling site of Paris-Nord Villepinte exhibition centre 
is injected with this seasonal installment of Maison & Objet’s 
Paris Design Week. With smart decorative accessories, 
cutting-edge furniture design and sleek soft furnishings 
defining the Objet wing, and chic home styling ideas and 
interior décor in the Maison section, this is a showcase for 
local and international talent cutting the sharpest edge in 
interior design.

6 – 15 September, 2018
Parc des expositions de Paris-Nord Villepinte, ZAC Paris Nord 
2, 93420 Villepinte.
www.maison-objet.com

BEST
DAYS OUT 
The

Sorting out Paris like a pro.
Words ���������������
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AT VERSAILLES
Set against the remarkable gardens of the Château de 
Versailles, which, along with the gardens, are themselves 
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, it’s hard to 
give this a miss. This musical and visual extravaganza 
fountain show is set to period melodies, and, if you  
think about how the pools were constructed in the  
17th century, it is considered a feat today to get 
technology in so the water dances to the music. The 
event is popular with the tourists in spring and summer, 
but visit in the Fall and you’ll have less of a queue to 
worry about. 

Château de Versailles, Place d’Armes, 78000 Versailles.
www.chateauversailles-spectacles.fr
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TUTTO PONTI GIO PONTI  
ARCHI-DESIGNER

Pioneering designer and architect of last century, Gio 
Ponti’s eclectic approach to his projects won him a 

reputation for revolutionising post-war architecture. 
This retrospective honours his 57-year career – 

which counts Milan’s Pirelli Tower and the Denver 
Art Museum among its accolades – with more than 
500 works of the Italian creative’s furniture designs, 

sketchbooks, industrial drawings, glassware, ceramics 
and silverwork.

 
19 October, 2018 – 10 February, 2019

Musée des Arts Décoratifs, 107 rue de Rivoli, 75001 
Paris.

Madparis.fr
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QATAR PRIX DE L'ARC DE TRIOMPHE
The newly refurbished Paris Longchamp Racecourse is once 
again host to Prix de L’Arc de Triomphe’s galloping steeds, 
pumping adrenaline and high-octane competition, after its 
previous two years at Chantilly Racecourse. The Arc bears the 
trophy as Europe’s most prestigious horse race, with a prize 
fund of EUR 4 million. Admirers of unparalleled equestrian grace 
can’t miss the purebreds in The Arabian World Cup. Since it 
was first held on 3 October 1920, the Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe 
has become the most important flat race in the world, bringing 
together the finest racehorses and the best jockeys on the 
planet over one weekend. 
 
6 – 7 October, 2018
Paris Longchamp Racecourse, 2 Route des Tribunes, 75016 Paris.
www.parislongchamp.com
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GRAYSON PERRY
In this first major solo exhibition in France by the celebrated 

British artist Grayson Perry, La Monnaie de Paris pays 
tribute to Perry’s immense capacity to produce work that 

consistently raises pertinent questions about class, religion 
and sexuality. An inspired display of ceramics, metalworks, 
tapestries and engravings reflect the contemporary British 

artist’s skill in juxtaposing saturated colour and texture, 
as well as his sharp wit when it comes to contemporary 

social issues. A series of lectures on the countertypes of 
masculinity in contemporary society will be held during the 

duration of the exhibition.
 

19 October, 2018 – 3 February, 2019
La Monnaie de Paris ,11 Quai de Conti, 75006 PARIS

www.monnaiedeparis.fr
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PICASSO. BLUE AND ROSE
Pablo Picasso’s Blue period began in 1901 and was 

defined by sombre images of despair and loneliness 
following the death of his friend. A rosier outlook 

followed from 1904, reflected in the Spanish 
artist’s use of warmer colours in his paintings. This 

exhibition, a large-scale collaboration between 
the Musée d’Orsay and the Musée Picasso Paris, 

juxtaposes the two, exploring Picasso’s earlier years 
as one of the world’s most eminent modern artists.

 
18 September, 2018 – 6 January, 2019

Musée d’Orsay, 1 Rue de la Légion d’Honneur, 
75007 Paris.

www.musee-orsay.fr
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KEEPING IT 

REAL 
��������������������������������ȏȐ���
anniversary, it continues to reinvent itself to be 
the best open-concept zoo this side of Asia.
Words 
����������� 
Images ������	��������������
�����

02

01
Token feeding at the 
Wild Africa area. 

02
A close-up look at 
nocturnal animals at 
Night Safari.
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Over the decades, zoos have evolved from 
merely being a place where animals are put 
on “display” to being much more focused 
on active conservation efforts. My earliest 
memory of going to the zoo was actually in 
Tokyo – Ueno Zoo, to be exact. I remembered 
the strong animal stench as I got closer to 
the elephant enclosure, but also how excited 
I was to see them and witness their feeding 
time. Many years later, volunteering with 
a children’s home, the same sight of the 
elephants in captivity saddened me.

03

04

05
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There remains today continuous debate 
on whether animals should be kept in zoos 
or allowed to live in the wild. I like a healthy 
debate. More importantly, I do believe that 
the future generation needs to be able to 
see the different species of wildlife for them 
to understand the importance of conserving 
their habitat. And one of the zoos that I find is 
working hard towards this is the Singapore Zoo. 

When Singapore Zoo first opened in 1973, it 
was among the pioneers of the open concept 
zoos, in which the animals are housed in 
open enclosures landscaped to resemble 
their natural habitats. In doing so, it breaks 
the barrier between visitors and animals while 
giving the animals room to roam freely. It was 
the first zoo in the world to have a free-
range orangutan habitat. Today, Singapore 
Zoo remains committed in providing these 
moments of connection, but it has also gone 
to invest in other ways, seeking to further 
conservation, education and scientific 
understanding of animals.

Its Wildlife Healthcare and Research Centre, 
that arranges special group visits to its 
viewing gallery for real-time observation of 
animal surgery, was set up to also provide 
better healthcare to the animals while 
promoting research. The facility, opened in 
2006, is also one of the ways visitors get to 
discover firsthand the work of zoo vets. 

Endangered animals also get a new lease 
of life at Singapore Zoo. The zoo was the 
first to successfully hatch the Komodo 
dragon in Asia, outside Indonesia where 
the dragon is native – a feat that was made 
possible through meticulous planning and 
some cutting-edge technology intervention. 

03
Viewing the leopards 
during Night Safari is a 
delight.

04
See the Two-toed sloth 
at the Fragile Forest.

05
Guests can have 
breakfast with the 
orangutans as part of 
the zoo's activities.

06 07
06
The Douc langur at 
Primate Kingdom.

07
The lemurs delight at 
Fragile Forest.
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08
The Safari Zoo Run is an annual 
event enjoyed by families

08
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Singapore Zoo is among only a handful of 
zoos that have invested on expertise and 
facilities to include a diagnostics lab that 
can analyse semen and monitor females’ 
fertility cycles – resources that have helped 
create success in breeding other endangered 
animals such as the Sumatran orangutan, 
Celebes crested macaque, Proboscis monkey, 
cheetah, pygmy Hippopotamus and Douc 
langur, to name a few. 

When Night Safari opened, it also created a 
first – allowing visitors to observe nocturnal 
animals at their most active. This separate 
gated park has its own unique collection 
of animals. Meanwhile, annual events 
such as the Safari Zoo Run, now in its 10th 
installment, has grown in such popularity 
with funds raised going back to support 
the zoo and its research and conservation 
works. There are both competitive and non-
competitive categories, with a route that 
takes runners through the jungle-fringed 

10 11

12

09
09
Singapore Zoo was 
among the pioneers 
in housing animals 
in open enclosures 
landscaped to 
resemble their 
natural habitats.

10
Rainforest Lumina 
marks Singapore 
Zoo's 45th 
anniversary.

11
Virtual animals 
come out to play at 
Rainforest Lumina.

12
One of the 11 
mist-filled zones of 
Rainforest Lumina.

13
The fishing cat is a 
medium-sized wild 
cat of South and 
Southeast Asia.

14
The zoo engages 
in activities to 
foster better animal 
understanding.

15
The wallabies at the 
Wallaby Trail.
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15

Royal Brunei Airlines flies  
Singapore 2x daily. Discover 
things to do in Singapore in 
www.muhibah.com.bn

pathways of Singapore Zoo and Night Safari, 
with plenty of opportunities to stop and 
photograph the animals along the way. 

This year to mark Singapore Zoo’s 45th 
anniversary, a seasonal nighttime attraction 
has been introduced, the Rainforest  
Lumina. This time, virtual creatures come out 
to play along a kilometre of trail that features 
interactive light and sound installations. 
Rainforest Lumina covers nearly half of  
the zoo's area with 11 mist-filled zones  
and is a collaboration between Wildlife 
Reserves Singapore and Moment Factory,  
a Canada-based multimedia entertainment. 
The aim? To spread the message of wildlife 
conservation using technology that is both 
fun and easily understood. The installation 
runs until 31 December, 2018.
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Tailored 
Cruises 

Aman takes luxury to the water.
Words 
�����������Images �����������
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Known for its brand of intimate luxe and elevating the 
guest experience – from Bhutan to Beijing and beyond  
– Aman now entices guests to discover its brand over 
the deep blue seas of the Indonesian archipelago.  
While major cruise lines are trying to win over the 
millennials – updating their onboard experiences  
with trampolines and air bikes – Aman’s Amandira is 
anything but off-the-rack. 

The Amandira is a traditional wooden phinisi, hand-
crafted in ironwood and teak by the Konjo tribe 
on Kalimantan Island. It weaves its way among the 
UNESCO-protected islands of the Flores Sea while 
bringing guests through waters filled with unique marine 
life. Measuring 52 metres from bow to stern, with two 
36-metre masts and eight glorious, billowing sails, the 
beautiful teak cruiser cuts a magnificent picture as it 
sails past iconic landscapes few are ever privy to.

What makes Amandira even more exclusive is the fact 
that it sails only a few times each year. Each voyage is 
timed to optimise on Indonesia’s finest weather, though 
itineraries are flexible to accommodate any changes.

Onboard, guests are encouraged to create their own 
odyssey. The master cabin on the main deck is simplistic 
with its minimalist interiors. Yet it emanates a luxurious 
appeal with its glass walls that allow light to bathe  
the ensuite bathroom fitted with a huge rain shower  
and double basins. Two more twin deluxe cabins and 
two cabins with single bunk beds on the lower deck 
provide accommodation for another eight. Each room  
is designed to reflect the Aman resort experience, 
except on the vessel, guests wake up to a changing  
vista every day.
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Days onboard are punctuated by scuba diving in the 
vibrant reefs of Raja Ampat, hiking up Gunung Api for 
a once-in-a-lifetime lookout over the Banda Islands, 
picnicking on the pristine white beaches of Gili Lawa 
Island or trekking to see the namesake dragons of 
Komodo Island. At night, the sprawling deck doubles 
as a dining room and as a bed of cushions where 
guests can watch shooting stars emerge in the sky 
or enjoy the soporific motion of the ocean under the 
expert hands of the onboard masseuse. Some days, 
magic happens and guests are transported to secret 
bays where tealights cast a surreal light from over 
cliffs and bedrocks as the crew sets up the grill and 
hosts everyone to a seafood dinner. In short, there 
are no schedules and guests are encouraged to do as 
they please, weather permitting. 

Guests can expect Aman’s award-winning service 
from all 14 of the Amandira crew who are always on 
hand yet politely discreet in their presence. When 
you least expect it, chilled towels conjure up along 
with a glass of cold, fresh juice after every dive, trek 
or snorkel. At any beach stop, parasols, towels and 
day beds (and more chilled towels!) magically appear 
before your feet touches the sand. The kitchen 
crew too is equally amazing. Seafood spread is in 
abundance, but so too are local delights such as fried 
noodles and fried rice that celebrate the richness and 
diversity of the Indonesian islands. 

For the ultimate Indonesian adventure, Amandira can 
be sailed in tandem with its sister boat, Amanikan. 
This 32-metre vessel pays homage to the history 
of Indonesian seafaring with rich wood and brass 
accents and sustainable furnishings, and also offers 
all the comfort and service of a world-class Aman 
resort. It can sleep six guests in the three above-
deck cabins and the expansive foredeck, perfect 
for outdoor dining, makes Amanikan a favourite for 
weddings, family anniversaries and special events. 
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Both vessels chart five or seven-night 
voyages. This month, Amanikan sails to 
Labuan Bojo while in December, Amandira 
voyages to Raja Ampat. Team your voyage 
with a stay at Amanwana, the only resort on 
the island of Moyo, a nature reserve east 
of Bali. Whether pre- or post-expedition, 
Amanwana – with its 20 standalone tents, 
including a restaurant and spa pavilion – 
rounds up the Aman hospitality nicely. 
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STANDARD
CHARTERED
BANKSUSTAINING
THE BRUNEI MARKET
FOR 60 YEARS

The brand promise “Here for Good” is 
globally synonymous with Standard 
Chartered Bank and in Brunei that promise 
holds true as Standard Chartered is 
the only international bank to operate 
in Brunei. The Bank, which has been in 
operation for 60 years this year, has 
continued to expand their operations 
through digital investments and reshaping 
their business with a digital focus.

While the business operations and 
promotional efforts of Standard Chartered 
tend to grab digital and print news 
headlines in Brunei, it is their sustainability 
efforts that local consumers may overlook. 
“Standard Chartered Bank’s idea of being 
socially responsible is being sustainable 
and leaving something positive that 
can benefit the market which we have 

ADVERTORIAL
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built roots in,” said Head of Corporate 
Affairs, Brand and Marketing, Marilyn 
Graeme. One example which she gave 
was the Bank’s commitment to supporting 
financial literacy in Brunei.

“Financial Literacy is a multi-faceted area 
of education that could benefit various 
pockets of society. These groups can 
vary from students to small and medium 
enterprises, and even vulnerable or 
marginalised groups such as low income 
families to single mothers,” said Graeme. 
As an example, the Bank partnered with 
Radisson Hotel, the Women’s Institute of 
Brunei and Universiti Brunei Darussalam 
to organise a financial literacy workshop 
for single mothers in Brunei. The workshop 
aimed to empower women by educating 
them with tips and advise around daily 
budgeting as well as to give them a 
platform where they could connect with 
other single mothers and talk to Standard 
Chartered Bank’s employees on their 
individual finances.

Sustainability is not always centred around 
specific programmes. As a bank it is also 
about the way organisations operate 
– being environmentally conscious 
across their footprint, for example.
Globally, Standard Chartered enforces 
environmental practices at work through 
awareness campaigns with staff and 
implementing energy saving awareness in 
the workplace. During the establishment 
of The Heart Of Borneo which pledged to 
protect forest areas in Brunei, Malaysia 
and Indonesia on Borneo Island, Standard 
Chartered Brunei donated USD500,000 
towards the project, in partnership with 
WWF. 

The Heart of Borneo initiative involved 
rehabilitating CO2 emission-reducing 
peatland forests and doing a biological 
diversity survey in key zones to help 
protect species in a 200,000 sqkm 
area which spans Brunei, Indonesia and 
Malaysia. Drained peatland swamps 
are also very susceptible to fire and 
were major contributors to haze which 
enveloped part of the Borneo island, 
including Brunei, during the dry seasons.

Standard Chartered Brunei also practices 
its global sustainability programmes such 
as its ‘Seeing is Believing’ initiative which 
is aimed to eliminate avoidable blindness 
and visual impairment by improving 
access to quality, affordable eye care in 
the markets where the Bank operates. 
Globally, Standard Chartered is committed 
to raising USD100 million for ‘Seeing 
is Believing’ from 2003 to 2020. Funds 
raised are invested for ‘Seeing is Believing’ 
in a number of ways; from projects that 
seek to provide comprehensive eye care 
in low and middle-income countries, to 
innovative eye health delivery solutions.

Volunteering plays a key part in engaging 
employees and giving back to the 
community. Standard Chartered is the 
only bank to give all its staff three days 
of volunteering leave to fulfil throughout 
the year so that they can take time off 
work to volunteer for causes that they feel 
passionate about or that are organised by 
the Bank.

Anirvan Dastidar, CEO Standard 
Chartered Brunei said: “In our efforts 
around sustainability, we try our best 
to answer how we can serve the 
nation and its people, how we can 
preserve and improve the environment, 
and how we can make use of our 
global network to bring the best of 
Standard Chartered to Brunei. As the 
Bank continues to grow, we are also 
committed to nurturing local talent; 
after all, the future generations are 
they key to the country’s progression.”

To find out more about Standard 
Chartered’s sustainability efforts,  
visit www.sc.com.
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BEHOLD 
THE 
BEAUTY

The DBS Superleggera is a true thoroughbred that marks 
the return of not one, but two illustrious names.

LIFESTYLE MOTORING
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With DBS, Aston Martin is reviving an 
iconic nameplate that first appeared 
on in 1967, while Touring’s famous 
mark – Superleggera – will once again 
adorn the bonnet of an Aston Martin. A 
collaboration that originally paved the 
way to the DB4, 5 and 6 Mark 1, DBS 
Superleggera pays homage to the historic 
super lightweight construction technology 
of the famous Italian coachbuilder.
 
In the new DBS Superleggera, Aston 
Martin has a Super GT that’s a breed 
apart. One that takes the fight to the 
world’s best on its own terms. Clad 
using immaculately sculpted carbon 
fibre body panels this latest model is 
blessed with muscular, highly individual 
styling. A look that’s perfectly matched 
by epic performance courtesy of Aston 
Martin’s 5.2-litre twin-turbo V12, tuned to 
produce tremendous power and immense 
torque for breath-taking response and 
extraordinary in-gear performance.
 
As the British marque’s magnificent new 
Super GT flagship, DBS Superleggera 
replaces the esteemed Vanquish S. That’s 
a tough act to follow, but one it was born 
to do. With 725PS, 900Nm of torque, 
a top speed of 211mph and blistering 
acceleration that dispatches 0-62mph 
in just 3.4 seconds and 0-100mph in 
6.4 seconds, DBS Superleggera is a car 
dedicated to delivering an unforgettable 
driving experience and class-leading 
in-gear acceleration, with 50-100mph 
achieved in fourth gear in a mere  
4.2 seconds.
 
While being resolutely modern in design 
and engineering, DBS Superleggera 
proudly evokes the towering reputations 
of Aston Martin’s hardest hitting and best-
loved flagships from the past. Combining 
generous proportions with aggression 

and athleticism, DBS Superleggera 
expresses itself with an explicit design 
language. One that combines compelling 
curves with advanced aerodynamics for 
a sleek shape that both cheats the wind 
and clamps the car to the road.
 
Evolving innovative aerodynamic concepts 
first seen on the DB11 – such as the 
curlicue and Aeroblade – and then taking 
things further with an F1-inspired double-
diffuser, DBS Superleggera generates 
180kg of downforce at VMAX: the highest 
figure ever for a series production Aston 
Martin. This significant increase comes 
with no additional drag penalty.
 
The heart of DBS Superleggera is Aston 
Martin’s 5.2-litre twin-turbo V12 engine. 
Set low and and as far back in the chassis 
as possible to optimise the centre-of-
gravity and weight distribution, this high-
performance engine develops 725PS 
at 6500rpm and 900Nm from 1800-
5000rpm. Detailed tuning of the V12 
together with a new exhaust strategy with 
active valves and quad tail pipes ensures 
DBS Superleggera has a commanding and 
powerful sound character, particularly 
in the more aggressive dynamic modes, 
while retaining a level of refinement and 
civility that compliments its role as the 
consummate Super GT.
 
DBS Superleggera deploys its prodigious 
power and torque to the rear wheels 
via a new rear-mounted ZF eight-speed 
automatic transmission. Featuring a 
mechanical limited-slip differential 
and torque vectoring for precise, 
predictable and exploitable handling and 
a lower final drive for explosive in-gear 
acceleration, DBS Superleggera combines 
the responses of a supercar with the 
refinement of a GT, with the capability of a 
maximum speed of 211mph.
 
The chassis is an evolution of the latest 
generation lightweight bonded aluminium 
structure first seen on the DB11, with 
forged double wishbones at the front 
and a sophisticated multi-link system 
at the rear. Latest generation adaptive 
damping is fitted as standard, with 

sensors detecting the prevailing driving 
conditions, as well as the demands the 
driver is making of the car. Both the 
powertrain and chassis have a choice 
of three dynamic modes – GT, Sport 
and Sport Plus – which can be selected 
by the driver to intensify or relax DBS 
Superleggera’s responses according to 
the needs of the driver. 
 
DBS Superleggera features a generous 
level of standard equipment, including 
keyless entry, tyre pressure monitoring 
system and a 360-degree camera with 
Parking Distance Display and Park Assist. 
The audio system has DAB plus Bluetooth 
audio and phone streaming, iPod, iPhone 
and USB playback. There is also an 
integrated satellite navigation system 
and wi-fi hub. All the in-car infotainment 
systems use a central LCD screen, 
controlled via a central dial.
 

As befits its flagship status, DBS 
Superleggera features a high level of 
craftsmanship with extensive scope 
for personalisation via a generous 
choice of options. Supple, aromatic 
leather and Alcantara upholstery comes 
as standard, as do the Sports Plus 
performance seats and steering wheel. 
There is a choice of two alloy wheel 
designs: the standard ‘Y’ Spoke Forged 
Wheel and the Lightweight Twin Spoke 
Forged wheel. Both are 21” in diametre 
and fitted with Pirelli tyres developed 
specifically for DBS Superleggera. There 
is also a choice of striking Designer 
Specifications, with specially chosen 
colour and trim combinations selected 
by the Aston Martin Design Team to 
accentuate certain aspects of DBS 
Superleggera’s character.
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excursion like no other, as onboard 
Director of Guest Experience, 
Javier Loureiro, will tell you.

You have been described somewhat as a magician, making 
things happen for the guests as and when they want it.  
�������������������������������������������������ǌ
A vital part of my role is taking the time to get to know our Private 
Jet guests, and identify what excites each traveller most about their 
chosen itinerary, what destinations they’re looking forward to, and 
what experiences they value the most. Working in tandem with the 
Global Guest Services Manager and our Onboard Concierge, I am 
then able to tap into our rich network of on-property Four Seasons 
Concierges and local contacts, to ensure that our guests receive 
insider access to exclusive excursions that are authentic, and 
distinctly Four Seasons. In understanding guest preferences, I can 
then extend recommendations that truly resonate with travellers 
and create moments of customisation within each itinerary.

LIFESTYLE IN PERSON
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Our goal is to provide guests with 
the ultimate freedom of travelling 
worry-free, knowing that every 
step of their journey – from the 
accommodations and trip itinerary 
to the exclusive excursions and 
local recommendations – will be 
looked after with the attention to 
detail, exceptional quality, and caring 
service for which Four Seasons is 
renowned. We like to think we are 
re-imagining the conventional limits 
of travel to deliver experiences and 
value in ways that have never before 
been possible. 

��������������������������������
������������������������������
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I have been with Four Seasons for 
more than 35 years, working on the 
concierge team at Four Seasons 
Hotel Washington, DC, spending 
the last 25 years as Chef Concierge. 
In 2012, I branched out and began 
working with the Private Jet team as 
a Guest Services Manager, serving 
primarily as an onboard concierge  
for several journeys a year, while  
still heading the Concierge Desk  
in Washington. When the 
opportunity arose to blend both 
product development and onsite 
support in 2016, I decided to join  
the Four Seasons Private Jet team 
full-time and embark on a new 
journey of my own.

Needless to say, my Four Seasons 
tenure has given me the skills to 
succeed in my current role. I like to 
say that a concierge is a combination 
of personal assistant, travel planner 
and confidant. I pride myself on 
being able to deliver on any type of 
request that comes my way, and then 
file it away for next time. Myself and 
the rest of the onboard team have 
a genuine passion for hospitality 
and strive to go above and beyond 
to create a seamless, customised 
journey for each guest. 

��������������������������������������ƕ��������ǐ���������ǂ���������������������
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The schedule for each multi-week Private Jet journey can run 50 pages or more, detailing 
cultural engagement and recreational activities for our 52 guests, so being organised is 
essential. Well before departure, I help to shape excursions that may find guests pedalling 
on a guided bike journey through the countryside of Bali or watching the sunrise over 
the Serengeti from a hot air balloon. The team and I work with our connections on the 
ground to ensure each day is also filled with incredible onsite services such as chef’s 
table dinners, cocktail tastings and indulgent spa treatments. I am also the point man for 
any off-programme requests. For instance, guests who’ve already visited Michelangelo’s 
David in Florence may prefer an architectural tour of the Chianti region via private car and 
driver, or a private helicopter’s-eye view of the colourful cliff-side residences of Cinque 
Terre on the Italian Rivera. We know that travellers are looking for unique, fully immersive 
experiences that allow them to see the world worry-free. The in-flight team, together with 
our property contacts on the ground, take care of everything, so guests can focus on the 
true joys of travel, without worrying about hassle or logistics.

�����������������	���������������������������Ȍȏ�������������������ǂ���������������
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Of course, there are always new challenges and surprises that come our way, which 
keeps things interesting. No two journeys are alike, as private jet travel allows guests 
to modify their daily itinerary depending on what experiences appeal at any given time 
or place. Because our team is on hand to look after the details every step of the way, 
guests can change plans at a moment’s notice.

In addition, we are always taking note of traveller trends and listening to customer 
feedback so that we can continue to offer new itineraries and extraordinary 
experiences. We found that travellers were looking for a shorter, more regional travel 
experience while still in the comfort and care of Four Seasons, noting South America 
as a top desired travel destination. That is how we introduced Latin Escape, our new 
16-day adventure for those looking to explore the most exciting natural and cultural 
offerings of Central and South America. At just over two weeks in duration, the new 
journey is shorter than the 24-day around-the-world journeys, while still highlighting 
the unique character of each stop on the coveted itinerary. 

����������������������������������������������������������ǌ
My favorite destination is always wherever I happen to be at that moment. I very much feel 
that enjoying each destination for its unique offerings is important. Florence, Bora Bora and 
the Serengeti are all very different and unique experiences, and impossible to compare. 
Suffice to say that I love to travel and discover whatever new experiences come my way.

����������������������������������������������������������������������
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A Director of Guest Experience must have a wealth of local knowledge of each 
destination. Whether guests are looking for the best spice vendor in the souks of 
Marrakech or the top spot to dance the salsa with locals in Bogota, one needs to be 
ready and willing to provide personalised recommendations to each guest on board. 
Another important skill is having the right connections. From arranging a 4am trek to 
watching the sunrise over the peaks of a Balinese mountain, to booking a private lesson 
in sword combat with a samurai in Kyoto, no matter where they find themselves, a 
Director of Guest Experience will know the right people to get the job done. And finally, 
one must be passionate about bringing people together in the spirit of travel. Personally, 
I am extremely proud to have played a role in creating so many new friendships and 
connecting guests who share a desire for adventure.
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Popular beauty 
trends and 

iconic living from 
around the globe.

���������	�
Designed and made in Cologne, Germany, 

Aviationtag salvages old airplanes and 
turns them into nostalgic, pocket-sized 

mementoes. These upcycled plane tags 
can be used as key chains, luggage tags 

or simply kept as a piece of aviation 
history. Whether you’re an aviation 

enthusiast or not, you must admit – a 
piece of a retired airplane is just too cool!

aviationtag.com

���������������
Maals is why we love microbrands. 
This British brother duo team brings 
back the simple lines and aesthetics 

of the jump-hour style watch with their 
Jump Over The Moon. It’s an elegant 
moonphase watch that attracts with 
its guitar-pick shaped window that 
tells the time. Other specs include 

a Japanese Miyota 6P24 quartz 
movement and a 42mm 316L brushed 

stainless steel case.

maals.co.uk


����������
Australia’s famously nourishing 
macadamia and antibacterial 
eucalyptus come together in this 
gorgeous Kakadu Plum Gummy 
Facial Cleanser from Oilixia. The 
unique gummy texture glides 
swiftly over skin, lifting off make-
up easily. A splash of water is 
all it takes to turn the texture 
smooth and finish the job.

oilixiaskincare.com

LIFESTYLE THE BUZZ
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Designed by men, for men. Voya’s mens skincare range will get 
the boys talking with its performance-based products that are 
also certified organic. Face gel, moisturiser and shave gel that 

harness the hydrating powers of seaweed and the Baobab tree 
to keep skin clean off dirt and grime and moisturised. No hassle, 

no fuss – your man won’t complain.

voya.it

�������������
By Terry's Soleil Piquant plumps 
the zesty freshness of its neroli 
note with a sparkling mandarin 
accord. In daring defiance, the 

sunny, silky nature of cactus and 
almond blossom is introduced over a 
sensuous woody base. The fragrance 

comes in both the brand's eau de 
parfum and natural spray.

byterry.com

�������������
Freitag, the messenger bag company that 
makes unisex bags from recycled truck 
tarpaulins, bicycle inner tubes and seat 
belts, is known among bag lovers. With no 
two alike, Freitag wins with its utilitarian 
style, environmentally correct approach and 
playful designs. This F17 Joe is both rugged 
and roguish, perfect for the urban warrior.

freight.ch

�����������
Transport yourself to the South 
Pacific with this body soufflé from 
Lord Howe Island. Tahitian lime gives 
the cream a nice zing while coconut 
cream piles on the moisture and 
hydration your body needs. Serve this 
up with your favourite mocktail and 
you’ll rhumba in no time.

cocco.com.au  
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Hua Hin emerges 
from the shadows of 

big city Bangkok to 
claim its own.

QUIET 
SEE It’s been the escape for Thai Royalty 
since time immemorial, and once you hit 
the seaside, you’ll discover why. Sit in the 
surf, sip on a coconut, soak in the sun and 
get a massage by the beach. Watch as 
fishing boats pull into Hua Hin pier with 
their fresh catch and discover why the 
city has built its reputation as one of the 
finest places to try Thai seafood dishes.

DO Vanna Nava Water Park and Santorini 
Park in Cha-Am were definitely introduced 
to give both locals and tourists more 
things to do. Both have the usual fun rides 
and attractions to keep the entire family 
going. But for a more contemplative look 
of the city, visit Sam Roi Yot National Park 
for hikes and panoramic views, mangrove 
tours and cave explorations.

SHOP What is Thailand without its night 
markets? Hua Hin’s evenings come to 
life with the buzz and bustle of various 
markets, each with a unique theme and 
collection of vendors. Shopping aside, 
don’t miss the seafood vendors where the 
food is prepared right there in front of you!

PERFECTION

STAY Perched on the shores of 
Hua Hin's breathtaking beach, Cape 
Nidhra offers an intimate setting 
with its all-suite accommodation 
that comes with a plunge pool and 
stunning seafront views. If that’s not 
enough, there is also direct access 
to one of Hua Hin’s beach strip.

Royal Brunei Airlines flies 
Bangkok 6x weekly for easy 
connections to Hua Hin. 
Discover things to do in Hua Hin 
in www.muhibah.com.bn

LIFESTYLE TAKE 5
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A world of adventure and new 
experiences await you when you 

fly with Royal Brunei Airlines. 
Make your trip even more 

memorable with free flights, seat 
upgrades and other privileges with 

Royal Skies, our frequent flyer 
programme. Not yet a member? 

Register on:  
www.flyroyalbrunei.com/

royalskies
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Drop by London’s Victoria & Albert Museum 
for an exhibition dedicated to videogames 
and its history. See how technology has 
evolved in this genre since mid-2000s, the 
journey from concept art to moving footage, 
prototypes and re-live your favourite 
videogames moments.

www.vam.ac.uk

����
�����	����	�������
Making its highly anticipated return at 

the Resorts World Sentosa, this festival 
is a must-attend event for discerning 

food lovers with culinary masterpieces 
and gastronomical delights from around 

the world gathered in one location. 
Expect the return of crowd favourites and 
additional new line ups to tantalise your 
senses. This year’s edition will be divided 
into four exciting segments – Star Chef 

Arena, Rollin’ Sweet Times, The Cellar and 
Feast of Kings.

��Ɣǅ���ǅ��

UNITED KINGDOM 8-24Sep 	���ȍȋȌȔ

15-
16Sep

27-30Sep

����������������	���
��������Ǆ���������� 
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This interactive educational programme 
for families is full of action, drama and 
humour. Kids of all ages will relate to 
the performances and what a way to 
introduce them to the world of ballet! 
There will be cameo appearances by 
a menagerie of characters like Swan 
Lake’s Little Swans, The Sleeping 
Beauty’s Puss-n-Boots and the 
beautiful Bluebird and more. Suitable 
for children as young as 3 years old.

hkballet.com

HONG KONG SINGAPORE
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FESTIVAL
Fancy learning how to fly a kite? Head to the Old Airport 
Runway in Bintulu, Sarawak to the Borneo International 
Kite Festival. There will be kite enthusiasts of every level – 
professionals, amateurs and hobbyists gathered there to 
share their love. An all-around family affair, there will also 
be kite-making classes for the interested.

www.malaysia.travel


����������������
Based on the smash-hit film 
from the 90s of the same 
name about a happily in love 
young couple whose lives 
take a downturn when the 
husband is murdered leaving 
his wife alone, in despair and 
utterly lost. With the help of a 
phony storefront psychic, the 
husband, trapped between 
this world and the next, tries 
to communicate with his wife 
in the hope of saving her from 
grave danger.

www.dubaiopera.com

ȵȳȴȻ����������
����������
��������
Tighten your laces, make a 
playlist and hit the ground 
running. This year’s installment 
features five distances, cleverly 
curated to take runners by 
some of the city’s most iconic 
landmarks and designed for 
people of all ages, abilities and 
athletic stature. Whichever 
course you pick, all distances 
will finish with a glorious lap of 
the MCG.

melbournemarathon.com.au

MALAYSIA

29-2Sep ���

9-13���

14���

��������������������
ȵȳȴȻ
A race revered by mountain bikers, 
cheer on your team as they go 
through the Brunei leg and battle 
out in the hills of Kampong Subok. 
Every rider needs to use their 
skills, creativity and determination 
to manoeuvre a variety of tough 
technical sections and adrenaline-
inducing inclines along the route.

enduro.asia

29-
30Sep

BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

AUSTRALIA
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Selamat Datang means 
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���������������������� 
begins here.

Business Class
The Royal Brunei Airlines 787 Dreamliner 
Business Class cabin features “Contour” 
seats that reclines to a 180 degree flat bed, 
along with a plush duvet and larger pillow, 
offer a peaceful rest. Each seat is equiped 
with a 15.4 touchscreen LCD Monitor with 
Panasonic eX2 in-flight entertainment 
system; as well as in seat power connecter. 
The Business Class cabin lavatories are 
also equipped with bidets for guests 
convenience.

Economy Class Comfort
Royal Brunei Airlines 787 Dreamliner 
Economy cabin offers comfortable 
seats with semi-articulating recline 
and adjustable headrest, and with very 
spacious leg-rooms for guests comfort. 
Each seat is intergrated with the Eco 

9-Inch personal touch screen monitors 
filled with great entertainment content. 
Each seat also comes with a USB port as 
well as shared power supply. 

RB Impian Inflight 
Entertainment
RB Impian Inflight Entertainment system 
gives guests a number of entertainment 
options throughout their flight. A library 
of hit movies, classic Hollywood films 
and TV and audio programmes for all 
ages are available onboard. Refer to the 
Impian entertainment guide located in 
the seat pocket in front of you for the list 
of movies, TV and audio programmes. 
For Business Class seats; the sockets for 
earphones and channel/volume remote 
control are located in your seat armrest. 
Seatback-mounted personal screens 
are only available on our Boeing 787s. 
Elsewhere, guests can avail our service,  
sit back and relax with our overhead 
movie screens. For more information, 
please contact your nearest Royal Brunei 
Airlines office.

Cuisine
Everything we serve has been carefully  
chosen for freshness and flavour. In fact, 
there’s nothing you can’t enjoy even 
when dining at 35,000 feet. Our award 
winning menu has been meticulously 
created by our Royal Brunei Catering 
chefs, combining both Western and 
Oriental flavours using the best seasonal 
and fresh produce available. 

For our Business Class guests on 
long-haul flights, you can now select 
your desired meal times. Our ‘Dine upon 
Request’ service is available throughout 
the flight up until 90 minutes before 
landing. Guests on all classes also enjoy 
our ‘Food Fit to Fly by’ service menu 
that features healthier and lighter meal 
options, complemented by our award-
winning cabin service from our crew. 

Special Meals
Royal Brunei offers a variety of tasty 
culinary solutions to suit our guests’ 
special dietary requirements. Special 
meals can be ordered when you make 

> The maiden Royal Brunei Airlines 
flight to Singapore left Bandar Seri  
Begawan on a Boeing 737-200 on  
14 May, 1975.

> Two Boeing 737 aircraft were 
put into service flying five times a 
week to Singapore, two times to 
Hong Kong, and seven times to 
Kota Kinabalu.

> Services to Bangkok and Manila 
were added. 

> RB added a Boeing 737, the quick 
change convertible aircraft, to its 
fleet. This aircraft allowed for either 
an all-passenger or an all-cargo 
configuration, or a combination 
of both.

> RB accepted the delivery of its 
Boeing 757 aircraft that featured 
a redesigned livery combining 
Brunei’s traditional royal colours on 
16 May, 1986.

1970s 1980s 

������� 
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�� 
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carrier, Royal Brunei Airlines serves not 
only as the coming of age of this tiny 
Sultanate, but today cements itself as a 
serious competitor in the region.

WELCOME ONBOARD
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> RB took delivery of two new Airbus A319 aircraft 
in August and September 2003.

> Two more Airbus A320s were delivered in 
December 2003 and January 2004. 

> In January 2010, RB introduced Royal Brunei 
Holidays, a revamp of its Golden Touch Holidays, 
which offers passengers value-for-money holiday 
packages available locally and abroad.

> Direct services to Shanghai were re-launched in 
March 2010.

> RB’s newly-leased Boeing 777-200ER aircraft 
took off on its first commercial flight from Bandar 
Seri Begawan to London via Dubai in June 2010.

> RB commenced four-times weekly flights to 
Melbourne in March 2011.

> In October 2012, RB launched a rebranding 
journey with a new logo and livery.

> RB launched “A betterfly”, the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner and commenced its first commercial 
flight from Bandar Seri Begawan to Singapore on 
18 October, 2013, followed by flights to Dubai and 
London on 1 December, 2013 and to Melbourne 
on 2 April, 2014.

> RB unveiled its new heritage-inspired uniforms 
on 21 February, 2014. 

> RB’s first A320NEO arrived in Bandar Seri 
Begawan on 25 May, 2018. 

your reservation; please confirm your 
request at least 24 hours before boarding 
your flight.

Alcohol-free Environment Policy
Royal Brunei Airlines operates alcohol-free 
flights to all destinations.

������������
For your safety and comfort, you may store 
your hand luggage in the overhead lockers 
or under the seat in front of you. Please 
do not hesitate to ask our cabin crew for 
help in stowing your luggage properly. 
Be careful when opening the overhead 
luggage compartments, as items dislodged 
by aircraft movement may fall on you or 
fellow guests.

�������ǂ��������������
����ǡ��
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Various countries have implemented 
restrictions on the carriage of liquids, 

aerosols and gels in compliance with new 
guidelines set by the International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO). Guests 
transiting through airports and carrying 
any liquids, pastes and gels in containers 
over 100ml may be asked to dispose of the 
items at security checkpoints.

These restrictions may affect your ability 
to carry duty-free purchases onboard the 
aircraft. Customers are advised to check 
with duty free personnel before making 
their purchases. All liquids, aerosols and 
gels must be carried in containers of 
no greater than 100ml/3.3oz capacity 
(approximately 100gm in weight) and 
placed in a transparent, resealable plastic 
bag. The plastic bag must be removed 
from carry on baggage and presented to 
security personnel at the checkpoint for 
inspection and separate x-ray screening. 

Exceptions to the new regulations are 
medicines and dietary supplements 

needed during a flight, including baby 
food. Proof of need may be required.

���������������������������
Electronic devices such as Citizen’s 
band (CB) radio, remote-controlled 
devices (such as radio controlled toys), 
and transmitting devices that emit 
radio frequencies are not to be used 
at any time during the flight. These 
devices may interfere with the aircraft’s 
electronic equipment, compromising 
aircraft safety and endangering the lives 
of guests and crew.

The following devices may be used on 
board, except during take-off, initial 
climb, approach and landing; mobile 
phones (which must be switched to 
flight mode), personal computers, 
FM receivers, calculators, electronic 
shavers, audio and video recorders, 
hand-held computer games, and 
playback devices. 

1990s 2000s 2010s 

> RB took delivery of the first of three leased 
Boeing 767-200ER aircraft in June 1990 and 
set a long distance world record for twin-engine 
commercial airlines.

> The delivery of Boeing 767-200ER aircraft 
enabled RB’s route to extend to London Gatwick in 
November 1990.

> Twice-weekly flights to London Heathrow began  
in May 1991. The route became a daily service on  
1 December, 1996.

> RB employed the use of a Fokker 50 aircraft 
to service Miri and Labuan in Malaysia, two 
destinations that were significant to the growth of 
Brunei’s oil and gas industry.

> The opportunity to expand regional 
connections saw RB establishing a service to 
Surabaya in 1997.
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Brunei International Airport’s computerised 
passenger and cargo handling facilities can 
handle 3 million guests and 50,000 tonnes 
of cargo a year. Among the facilities offered 
at the airport are the Airport Prayer Hall 
(Surau Lapangan Terbang Antarabangsa 
Brunei Darussalam), telephones and Free 
Wi-Fi services, restaurants and shower 
facilities for guests who want to rest or 
freshen up before their flight.

For guests's comfort and convenience, RB 
Service Centre is located on the Departure 
Hall area. Guests can make reservations, 
ticket purchase, book tour packages and 
redeem Royal Skies miles. The Customer 
Service Centre at the Brunei International 
Airport operates 7 days a week, from 8am 
to 9pm Mondays to Saturdays, and 8am to 
5pm on Sundays; except for Friday midday 
break from 12noon to 2pm.

Our Business Class and Royal Skies Elite 
guests can now enjoy the service of our 
RB porters at departure curb-side for 

baggage assistance and trolley service 
to the check-in counters. The premium 
check-in lounge offers our Business Class 
and Royal Skies Elite guests with a relaxed 
check-in experience. 

RB Economy class guests and groups 
booking may proceed to RB check-in 
counter Row B. 

Business Class guests and Royal Skies 
Gold members are invited to access the 
RB Business Class Lounge prior to their 
flights. Fitted with plush, comfortable 
interiors and furnishings designed to 
make guests feel at home, the lounge 
offers ample opportunity to relax and 
experience RB's warm hospitality. Guests 
at the Business Class Lounge have access 
to executive meeting rooms and all the 
facilities offered at the Sky Lounge in 
addition to the coffee bar.

The RB Sky Lounge is open to Royal 
Skies Silver members, corporate guests, 
customer airline guests, Priority Pass 

customers and walk-in guests. The lounge 
can seat 120 guests and features buffet 
dining, a prayer room, a movie room, 
kids’ room, a family zone, a gaming area 
featuring PS4 and Xbox Kinect, as well as 
a Virtual Reality station. Other facilities 
include complimentary massage chairs, 
shower rooms, ablution areas and High 
Definition TVs.

Duty-free shops offer consumer goods 
at competitive prices. There are several 
outlets, including a money changer located 
at the departure/transit hall. On sale are 
portable electrical goods with international 
warranties, designer goods, perfumes and 
confectionery. Brunei International Airport 
is a smoke-free airport. 

A mobile application app has been 
developed by the Department of Civil 
Aviation to help guests/visitors experience 
the newly refurbished Brunei International 
Airport seamlessly through the 
‘iFLYBRUNEI’ app on the smartphone.

Lithium Batteries
The abundant stored energy that 
makes lithium batteries practical also 
makes them dangerous when they are 
not packed and carried properly. Royal 
Brunei takes the initiatives to increase 
the safety onboard with the carriage 
limitations (from industry initiatives, 
ICAO and IATA Dangerous Goods 
Regulations guidance) to mitigate 
against the risks of the hazards. 

Low and medium powered 
rechargeable batteries in equipment 
and limited quantity of spares are 
recommended as carry on baggage. 
All spare units must be in the original 
packaging or packed to insulate 
the terminals. Medium and large 
non-rechargeable must be carried 
as cargo/freight in accordance with 
current Dangerous Goods Regulations. 

High-Powered batteries are not permitted 
onboard passenger aircraft. 

Information of safe carriage of lithium batteries 
on-board RB flights are also available at the RB 
websites www.bruneiair.com.

���Ǉ��������������
Royal Brunei Airlines operates non-smoking 
flights to all destinations. 

Reconfirmation
Reconfirmation is not required except for 
guests travelling to and from the Middle East. 
Please reconfirm your departure flight at 
least 72 hours in advance with the local Royal 
Brunei Airlines office or your travel agent. 
Failure to do so could result in the cancellation 
of your reservations. 

��������������
Fly through the airport. You can now book 
online at www.flyroyalbrunei.com, check in 

online and print your own electronic ticket 
(e-ticket). Online check in is available 24 
hours before flight departure and closes 
60 minutes before departure time. 

Check In
Check in counters at the Brunei 
International Airport are open three 
hours before flight departure. Guests are 
advised to check in at least two hours 
before departure to allow for security and 
baggage checks. Check in counters will be 
closed 45 minutes before departure, after 
which no boarding passes will be issued. 
Royal Brunei Airlines also advises its guests 
to reach the boarding gate 20 minutes 
before the flight departs to avoid missing 
their flights.

Guest Comments
Your comments and suggestions will help 
us enhance our services. Please e-mail us 
at: guestexperience@rba.com.bn.

WELCOME ONBOARD
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* The visa and duty-free allowances are provided as a guideline and may change without notice.
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At Royal Brunei Airlines, your health, safety and comfort is of prime importance to us. For your 
general well-being onboard our flights, we would recommend the basic inflight exercises.

Shoulder roll
Relax shoulders then 
hunch them forward. 
Rotate gently 10-15 times.

����������
Lift and hug your knee 
to your chest as close 
as you can. Hold for 
15 seconds. Alternate 
knee. Repeat 10-15 
times for each knee.

Upper back flex
Stretch hands forward, 
then pull back slowly as 
far as possible. Repeat 
10-15 times.

Ankle circles
While seated, raise one foot 
and draw a circle with your 
toes. Rotate clockwise for 15 
seconds and repeat the same 
counterclockwise. Repeat 
with the other foot. You can 
do one foot at a time or both 
simultaneously.

���������
With shoulders relaxed, 
drop ear to shoulder and 
gently roll neck forward 
and back, holding each 
position about five 
seconds. Repeat five times. 

Trunk flex
With both feet on the 
floor and stomach held in, 
slowly bend forward and 
walk your hands down the 
front of your legs toward 
your ankles. Hold stretch 
for 15 seconds and slowly 
sit back up. 

Visas* Austrian, German, Malaysian, 
Singaporean, British nationals with the 
right of abode in the United Kingdom, The 
Netherlands and New Zealand nationals 
are exempted from the requirement to 
obtain a visa for visits not exceeding 
30 days. American passport holders 
can enter Brunei Darussalam for three 
months without visas. For nationals 
of Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, 
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, 
Republic of Maldives, Norway, Oman, 
The Philippines, South Korea, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand and The 
Principality of Liechtenstein — visas are 
waived for 14-day visits. Nationals of 
Australia are issued visas on arrival at the 
Brunei International Airport for visits not 
exceeding 30 days.

All other visitors entering Brunei 
Darussalam must have visas obtainable 
from any Brunei Darussalam diplomatic 
mission abroad. These visas are normally 
issued for a two-week stay but can be 
renewed in Brunei. Visitors must hold 
onward tickets and sufficient funds to 
support themselves while in the country.

�ǅ�ǅ�For more details, please contact your 
nearest Brunei Embassy or diplomatic 
representative.

����������������������������
Instrument Declaration Guests 
entering or leaving Brunei who carry 
physical currency or bearer negotiable 
instruments valued at BND15,000 
or more are required to complete a 
declaration form and submit it to a 
customs officer (if arriving in Brunei) 
or an immigration officer (if departing 
Brunei).

���������ǐ��
���� Brunei Visitor Information
Duty-free Allowance* The import of 
the following products is subject to 
restrictions imposed by Brunei’s Customs 
and Excise Department. 

Cigarettes: Effective 1 April, 2017, guests 
will be charged duty on cigarettes at the 
following rates: 
per stick  $0.50 
for each 20 sticks pack $10  
for each carton of 10 packs  $100 .

Please refer the new charges imposed by 
Royal Customs and Excise Department..

Alcohol: Non-Muslim guests may bring in 
two bottles of liquor plus 12 cans of beer 
for personal consumption only; and a 
reasonable quantity of perfumes.

Transportation Brunei International 
Airport is about 11km from the capital, 
Car rental, public buses and registered 
taxis are available at the arrivals. The 
Land transport department strongly 
advise visitors to only use regulated and 
insured taxis. For more info on registered 
taxis you may visit – www.mincom.gov.bn/
brunitaxifare or contact +6737181643.

Currency The Brunei dollar is on a 
par with the Singapore dollar, which is 
also accepted in Brunei. Banks, hotels 
and many department stores will cash 
traveller’s cheques.

Language Malay is the official language 
but English is widely used. Other 
languages include Chinese and its dialect 
variants and other indigenous dialects. 
Although the official religion is Islam, 
other faiths including Christianity and 
Buddhism are practised.

Clothing Light clothing is advisable as 
the climate is generally warm and humid. 
Women are requested to dress modestly 
in keeping with local customs.

�������Doctors provide private medical 
services for a nominal charge. There 
are a number of state health clinics and 
hospitals.

Credit Cards Hotels, department stores 
and other major establishments generally 
accept all internationally known credit 
cards.

Tipping Optional. Some hotels add a 10 
per cent service charge to their room rates.

Telephones Overseas calls can be made 
from hotel rooms through the operator, 
or via international direct dialling (IDD). 
There are also coin and phonecard 
operated public telephones.

Utilities Power supply is 220 - 240v,  
50 cycles. The PAL and NTSC systems 
are used by local television. Tap water 
is generally safe to drink although some 
take the precaution of boiling it.

Media Radio Television Brunei has nightly 
news bulletins and a range of popular 
entertainment in both English and Malay. 
Cable network and Malaysian television 
programmes can also be received. 
There are two local daily newspapers 
namely: Borneo Bulletin (English) and 
Media Permata (Malay). Other regional 
and international publications are also 
available at newstands.

Food For the adventurous, the food 
stalls offer Malay favourites, such as 
satay (barbecued meat on a skewer) 
and local dishes prepared with curry or 
coconut milk. Chinese, European and 

Indian cuisines are also available. All F&B 
businesses, including hotel restaurants, 
close for Friday prayer 12pm to 2pm. 
For hotel guests, room service dining 
operates as usual. 

������ Accommodation in the capital 
ranges from international standard to 
middle range hotels. Service apartments 
are also available at reasonable rates. 

Shopping Department stores and shops 
offer goods ranging from cosmetics and 
stereos to local handicrafts such as the 
keris (an ornamental dagger), miniature 
brass cannons, and kain tenunan, a cloth 
woven with gold or silver threads.

Festivals and Celebrations National Day, 
23 February, Hari Raya, the end of the 
Muslim fasting month, and His Majesty 
The Sultan’s birthday, 15 July. Other public 
holidays include Chinese Lunar New Year 
and Christmas.

Customs and Courtesy
ǟ������������ǂ������������������������������

shoes and should not pass in front of 
people at prayer. A woman should ensure 
that her head, knees and arms are covered 
before entering mosques. Robes are 
provided at the entrance to the mosque. 
ǟ��������������������������������������

brings his hands to his chest. Members 
of the opposite sex do not shake hands. 
ǟ�����������������������������������������

finger (use the right thumb instead) or 
to beckon someone with fingers and 
palm facing upwards. Instead the whole 
hand should be waved with palm facing 
downwards. The right fist should never 
be smacked into the left palm. 
ǟ��
����ǂ������������������ǂ�����������������

the right hand. 
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 AUSTRALIA
����������ǣ���Ǥ
������������
���������������������
Airport-City 22 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ���� AUD16 ǟ������AUD85
Airport Tax AUD38
Currency Australian Dollar (AUD)
Language  English
GMT +10

����		���
Level 10, 45 William Street, 
Melbourne, VIC 3000
�Ǆ (61) 3 8651 1000 
�Ǆ Toll Free Aust wide 1300 721271
�Ǆ melrba@rba.com.bn

�������������������
�
AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
Suite 6, 7-9 Mallet Road, 
Tullamarine Vic 3043
�Ǆ (61) 3 8318 5100 / 5109
�Ǆ (61) 4 3046 3324 

 �������
DARUSSALAM
������������
��
�����ǣ���Ǥ�
���������������������
�������
Airport-City 8 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ���� BND1 ǟ������BND25
Airport Tax ASEAN: BND12, 
Others: BND20
Currency Brunei Dollar (BND)
Language Malay, Mandarin, 
Hokkien, English
GMT +8

����		���
RBA Plaza, Jalan Sultan, 
Bandar Seri Begawan, BS 8811 
�Ǆ (673) 2 212 222 / 2 240 500
	Ǆ (673) 2 244 737 
����������
���ǣ�Ǥ����ǅ����
Unit 6, Ground Floor, Madang 
Complex, Berakas BC3715, 
Negara Brunei Darussalam
�Ǆ (673) 234 1158 / 1159
F: (673) 234 1162
�Ǆ bicargo.operations@
worldwidegsa.com

 �����
���
����
�ǣ��
Ǥ
��������������������
Airport-City 32 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ������Kowloon HKD300,  
Hong Kong HKD400
Airport Tax HKD120
Currency Hong Kong Dollar (HKD)
Language Cantonese, Mandarin, 
English
GMT +8

GENERAL SALES AGENT
���������ǣ���
����
Ǥ����
Room 1804-5, Jubilee Centre,  
18 Fenwick Street, Wanchai
�Ǆ (852) 2529 3883
	Ǆ (852) 2527 7300 
�Ǆ hkgres@rba.com.bn

������
��������������
1205A, 12th Floor, Tower II,  
Cheung Sha Wan Plaza , 
833 Cheung Sha Wan Road, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong
�Ǆ (852) 2328 0278
	Ǆ (852) 2328 0221
�Ǆ (852) 9161 1747 / 9181 9146


���
�����ǣ���Ǥ
���������������������
�������
Airport-City 28 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ���� CNY19 ǟ������CNY2.6
Airport Tax CNY90
Currency Chinese Yuan (CNY)
Language Cantonese, Mandarin 
GMT +8

GENERAL SALES AGENT
���������ǣ�����Ǥ����ǅ
Room 1218, Tower A, Landmark 
Canton Hotel, 8 Qiao Guang Road, 
Yuexiu District, Guangzhou, China 
�Ǆ (8620) 8332 3120 / 1575
	Ǆ (8620) 8332 6369

����
����ǣ��
Ǥ
�����
���������������
�������
Airport-City 35 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ���� CNY50 ǟ������CNY160
Airport Tax CNY90
Currency Chinese Yuan (CNY)
Language Chinese (dialects 
include Mandarin, Shanghainese)
GMT +8

PASSENGER SALES AGENT
�����
����
����
�������������
Room 0, 22nd Floor, Zhiyuan 
Building, No.768 Xietu Road, 
Luwan District, Shanghai, China
Post code: 200023
�Ǆ (86) 21 5302 7288 
	Ǆ (86) 21 6304 7686
�Ǆ shasales@rba.com.bn

������
�������
����
Room 1631, No. 333, North 
Chengdu Road, Jing’an District, 
Shanghai, China 200040
�Ǆ (86) 21 2215 7645
�Ǆ (852) 9161 1747

 ���������
�����ǣ���Ǥ�
�
���������
���������������������
Airport-City approximately 16 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport  
to City�ǟ���� IDR25,000   
ǟ������IDR70,000 - 90,000
Airport Tax IDR150,000
Currency Indonesian Rupiah (IDR)
Language Bahasa Indonesia, 
English
GMT +8

GENERAL SALES AGENT 
��������������������������
Suite #3, Lobby Level, Kuta 
Paradiso Hotel, Jl Kartika 
Plaza, Kuta, Tuban Bali (ID)
�Ǆ (62) 361 757355
	Ǆ (62) 361 757785
�Ǆ dpsrba@rba.com.bn

������
�������
����
Wisthi Sabha Builing, 2nd FI, 
Room 19, Ngurah Rai 
International Airport, Tuban 
80361, Bali, Indonesia
�Ǆ (62) 361 936 3345
	Ǆ (62) 361 936 0284

�������ǣ��Ǥ�
��������ǈ������
���������������������
Airport-City 50 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ���� IDR7,000 ǟ������IDR150,000
Airport Tax IDR150,000
Currency Indonesian Rupiah (IDR)
Language Bahasa Indonesia, 
English
GMT +7

GENERAL SALES AGENT 
��������������������������
Wisma Tamara, 6th Floor #668, 
Jalan Jend Sudirman Kav 24, 
Jakarta 1290, Indonesia
�Ǆ (62) 21 520 6338
	Ǆ (62) 21 527 9990
�Ǆ jktrba@rba.com.bn

������
�������
����
Suite 3K, 3rd Floor, Wisma 
Soewarna, Soewarna Business 
Park, Block E, Lot 1 & 2, 
Soekarno Hata International 
Airport, Jakarta 19110, Indonesia
�Ǆ (62) 21 5591 1311
	Ǆ (62) 21 5591 1662
�Ǆ (62) 81 2165 799 22

���������ǣ���Ǥ�
��������������������
�������
Airport-City 17 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport  
to City ǟ������IDR29,500
Airport Tax IDR150,000
Currency Indonesian Rupiah (IDR)
Language Bahasa Indonesia, 
English, Madurese
GMT +7

GENERAL SALES AGENT
��������������������������
Wisma BII, 6th Floor #606, 
Jalan Pemuda No: 60-70, 
Surabaya 60271, Indonesia
�Ǆ (62) 31 535 6377
	Ǆ (62) 31 535 6166
�Ǆ subrba@rba.com.bn

������
�������
����
Suite 3K, 3rd Floor Wisma 
Soewarna, Soewarna Business 
Park, Block E, Lot 1 & 2, 
Soekarno Hata International 
Airport, Jakarta 19110, Indonesia
�Ǆ (62) 21 5591 2839
	Ǆ (62) 21 5591 1662
�Ǆ (62) 81 653 6501

 MALAYSIA
�������������ǣ���Ǥ�
�������������
���������������������
Airport-City 80 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ�����Luxury RM25  
ǟ������Budget MYR70-80, 
Limo MYR100-120
Airport Tax MYR51
Currency Malaysian Ringgit (MYR)
Language Malay, English, 
Cantonese, Tamil, Mandarin
GMT +8

����		���
Lot 25, 1st Floor, UBN Tower 
(Shangri-la Shopping Arcade), 
P.O. Box 99, Jln P. Ramlee, 
50250 Kuala Lumpur
�Ǆ (60) 3 2070 7166 / 6628 
	Ǆ (60) 3 2070 6899
�Ǆ kulrba@rba.com.bn

�����������	�������
����������������
Lot GFM 027A, MAS Advance 
Cargo Centre, Kuala Lumpur 
International Airport, 64000 
Sepang, Selangor, Malaysia
�Ǆ (60) 3 8787 1868 / 1611 / 1622
	Ǆ (60) 3 8787 4028 

��������������ǣ���Ǥ�
��������������
���������������������
Airport-City 8.5 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport  
to City ǟ������MYR13.50
Airport Tax MYR26 To/
Transit via Brunei: MYR20
Currency Malaysian Ringgit (MYR)
Language Malay, Mandarin, 
English
GMT +8

����		���
Lot BG - 3B Ground Floor, 
Block B, Komplex KWSP, Jalan 
Karamunsing, 8000 Kota 
Kinabalu, Sabah
�Ǆ (60) 88 242 193 / 196 
�Ǆ sskkoff@rba.com.bn

���������		���
Lot 1378 (Sub Lot 7) and Lot 
1345, Block 10, Miri Concession. 
Land District, Kubu Road, 
Centre Point Commercial 
Centre, Miri Sarawak, Malaysia
�Ǆ (60) 85 426 322 / 334
	Ǆ (60) 85 426 355

 �����������
�������ǣ���Ǥ�
�������������
���������������������
Airport-City 9 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ�����PhP13 ǟ������PhP120
Airport Tax PhP750
Currency Philippine Peso (PhP)
Language Tagalog, English
GMT +8

GENERAL SALES AGENT
����ǈ�������
4/F Le Rose Building, 832 A. 
Arnaiz Avenue, San Lorenzo 
Village, Makati City, Philippines.
�Ǆ (63) 632 886 7513 
	Ǆ (63) 632 886 7494
�Ǆ mnlres@rba.com.bn

�������
�����������
�����������
True North GSA Inc., Unit 26 
Cargo Village Complex, Ninoy 
Aquino Avenue, Paranaque City 
Metro Manila, Philippines 1700
�Ǆ (63) 2 500 9114
	Ǆ (63) 2 854 0244

 SAUDI ARABIA
������ǣ��Ǥ�
���
������������
���������������������
Airport-City 25 kms (from 
North Terminal); 15 kms (from 
South Terminal)
Approx. Fare from Airport to 
City ǟ������SAR50
Airport Tax SAR50 except Haj 
& Umrah pax, diplomats and 
escorts for human remains
Currency Saudi Arabian 
Riyal (SAR)
Language Arabic, English, French
GMT +3

GENERAL SALES AGENT
���	���������
Al Nakheel Center, Madina Road, 
P.O. Box 13541, Jeddah 21451
�Ǆ (96612) 665 7143 / 7908 /  
661 2679
	Ǆ (96612) 283 1349
�Ǆ jedrba@rba.com.bn 

�����������
��	���
Saudi Airline Cargo Terminal 
Building, Jeddah, K.S.A  
(SITA DXBFBAB)
�Ǆ (966) 56 512 5101
�Ǆ (966) 56 512 5101

 ���
�����
���
������ǣ���Ǥ�
����
����������������
�������
Airport-City 20 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ�����SGD1.40 ǟ������SGD18
Airport Tax SGD21
Currency Singapore Dollar (SGD)
Language Malay, English, 
Mandarin, Tamil
GMT +8

����		���
81 Clemenceau Avenue,  
#03-13, UE Square Shopping 
Mall, Singapore 239917
�Ǆ (65) 6235 4672 
�Ǆ sinrba@rba.com.bn

����������
��� 
ǣ������������������Ǥ
Unit 05-24, Cargo Agent 
Building D, 9 Airline Road, 
Changi Airfreight Centre, 
Singapore 819827
�Ǆ (65) 6214 2187
	Ǆ (65) 6214 2199
�Ǆ bicargo.sin@worldwidegsa.com

 �����������
������ǣ���Ǥ�
����������������������
�������
Airport-City 47 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ�����KRW15,000  
ǟ������KRW65,000
Currency Korean Won (KRW)
Language Korean, English
GMT +9

����		���
Meebang Air Agencies Co.
18th Floor, Eulji Hankuk 
Building, 50 Eulji-Ro, Jung-Gu, 
Seoul, 04534, Korea
�Ǆ (02) 777 7556 (Reservation 
& Ticketing) / 8813 (Sales)
�Ǆ SeoulRB@rba.com.bn

 ��������
���
����ǣ���Ǥ�
��������������������
Airport-City  25 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ�����BHT150 ǟ������BHT200-250
Airport Tax BHT700
Currency Baht (BHT)
Language Thai, English
GMT +7

GENERAL SALES AGENT
�����������������
4th Floor, C.P. Tower, 313 Silom 
Road,Bangrak 10500, Thailand
�Ǆ (66) 02 638 3050
	Ǆ (66) 02 638 2969

��������
���������������
999 Moo 7, B-FZ Cargo 
Terminal, Room 302, 3rd 
Fl, Suvarnabhumi Airport, 
Bangphli. Samutprakarn 
10540 Bangkok, Thailand
�Ǆ (66) 2134 2305 / 2306
	Ǆ (66) 2134 2307
�Ǆ (66) 86 392 1132

 ������� 
ARAB EMIRATES
������ǣ���Ǥ�
��������������������
�������
Airport-City 4 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport  
to City ǟ������AED20  
+ 50 fils for every 500m
Airport Tax AED30
Currency Dirham (AED)
Language Arabic, English
GMT +4

����		���
Centurian Star, Shop Number 
3, (new RB office), Opp. Deira 
City Centre, Deira, Dubai, UAE
�Ǆ (971) 4334 4884 
(Reservation) / 4686 (Sales) 
	Ǆ (971) 4334 4585 
�Ǆ dxbres@rba.com.bn, 
dxbrba@rba.com.bn

Tower 400 (UNB Building), 
Shop 7-10, Al Soor Area, 
Sharjah, UAE (SHJBI0301)
�Ǆ (971) 6005 24444 /  
6575 8575

Oman Road, Nakheel, Shaikh 
Saqr Bin Mohammad Al 
Qasmi Street, Ras Al Khaimah, 
UAE (RAKBI0301)
�Ǆ (971) 7227 2847 / 7228 9987

Al-Ain Tower, East 4th Road, 
Almouror, Electra Street, Al 
Markaziyah, Abu Dhabi, UAE 
(AUHBI0301)
�Ǆ (971) 2815 3444 / 3450

M-201, Paris Gift Palace Building, 
Zayed Bin Sulthan Street, Al-Ain, 
UAE (AUHBI0301)
�Ǆ (971) 3764 1410 / 1990

�����������
�
Office No 3069, Air Cargo 
Terminal Building, Dubai 
Cargo Village, P.O. Box 
293051 Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates (SITA DXBFBLT)
�Ǆ (971) 4 286 9666
	Ǆ (971) 4 286 9995
�Ǆ (971) 55 954 6066

Office No. M25 Freight Gate-
4, Dubai Airport Free Zone, 
P.O. Box 54385, Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates (SITA DXBFBLT)
�Ǆ (971) 4 299 7924
	Ǆ (971) 4 299 7989
�Ǆ (971) 55 221 6289

 �������
���
���
�������ǣ���Ǥ�
����������������
Airport-City 35 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City  
ǟ�����GBP7 ǟ������GBP40
Airport Tax F & J Class Pax: 
GBP80; Y Class Pax: GBP40;  
PSC: GBP9
Currency Pound Sterling (GBP)
Language English
GMT +0

����		���
49 Cromwell Road, London SW7 
2ED, England, United Kingdom
�Ǆ (44) 207 584 6660 
�Ǆ lonrba@rba.com.bn

������
��������������
Cargo Terminal 4, East 
Midlands Airport, Castle 
Donington, Derby, DE74 2SA 
(SITA LONALXH)
�Ǆ (44) 0 1332 850021 /  
7885 875184 
	Ǆ (44) 0 1332 811961
�Ǆ airlogistics@airlogistics.
co.uk / operations@
airlogistics.co.uk /  
sales@airlogistics.co.uk 

2nd Floor, Building 558, 
Shoreham Road West, 
Heathrow Airport Hounslow, 
Middlesex TW6 3RN
�Ǆ (44) 0 208 759 8686
	Ǆ (44) 0 208 990 9005 
�Ǆ (44) 7713 506614
�Ǆ sales@airlogistics.co.uk

 �������
�����������������
ǣ�
�Ǥ�
��������������������
Airport-City 7 kms
Approx. Fare from Airport to City 
ǟ�����VND8,000  
ǟ������VND160,000
Airport Tax  USD20
Currency Vietnam Dong (VND)
Language Vietnamese, 
Mandarin, English, French
GMT +7

GENERAL SALES AGENT
������������������������
Ground Floor, Citilight Tower, 
45 Vo Thi Sau St., Dakao 
Ward, District 1, Ho Chi Minh 
City, Vietnam 
�Ǆ (84) 8 3820 7327 
	Ǆ (84) 8 3820 7329
�Ǆ SGNRBA@rba.com.bn

7th Floor, 163 Ba Trieu St. 
Ba Trieu St., Le Dai Hanh 
Ward, Hai Ba Trung Dist, 
Hanoi, Vietnam 
�Ǆ (84) 4 3820 2828 
	Ǆ (84) 4 3974 3595

�������
����
�������
����������ǅ����
Air Logistics Limited, Room 06, 
2nd Floor, New TCS Building, 
46-48 Hau Giang Str., Ward 4, 
Ho Chi Minh City
�Ǆ (84) 8 3848 8567 
�Ǆ (84) 9 0380 7939

Air Cargo Logistics Vietnam 
- HCM City, Unit 206 - New 
TCS Building, 46 Hau Giang 
Street, Tan Binh District, Ho 
Chi Minh City, Vietnam
�Ǆ (84) 8 7305 0988 Ext 8400
	Ǆ (84) 8 3547 0004 

Room 1308A, 13rd Floor, Dao 
Duy Anh Tower, No. 9 Dao Duy 
Anh Street, Phuong Mai Ward 
Dong Da District, Hanoi City 
�Ǆ (84) 4 3577 2454 / 0942
	Ǆ (84) 4 3577 2146
�Ǆ (852) 6892 4588 /  
(84) 9 0380 7939
�Ǆ hansales@airlogisticsgroup.com
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�������	������
Brunei Darussalam is a country rich in culture and heritage. 
It is a small, peaceful, prosperous kingdom on the northern 
shore of the ecologically-rich island of Borneo. Come and 
���������������ǂ����������������������������������ǅ

Brunei is arguably best known today as an oil 
producing country. The nation became independent 
in 1984 and, thanks to its large reserves of oil and gas, 
now has one of the highest standards of living in the 
world. Its population of just over 408,000 is made 
up of two-thirds ethnic Malay, with the remainder 
being Chinese, Indian and other indigenous groups. 
The Sultanate has four districts: Brunei-Muara 
(which includes the capital Bandar Seri Begawan), 
Temburong, Tutong and Belait. ‘Darussalam’, the 
Arabic word for ‘Abode of Peace’ describes Brunei’s 
Islamic history that dates back some 1,500 years. 
Today, Brunei remains the world’s only Malay Islamic 
Monarchy with an unbroken royal lineage that has 
ruled the nation for the past 600 years.

CAPITAL ATTRACTIONS  
Small in size but big in attractions, 
Brunei’s capital has lots to offer. 

1
2
3

Brunei-Muara 
����������������	�������
������
Brunei Darussalam’s iconic landmark, the 
mosque was completed in 1958 and is 
named after the 28th Sultan, the late Sultan 
Omar Ali Saifuddien, who is referred to as 
the Architect of Modern Brunei. 

�����������������
The official residence of His Majesty 
Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin 
Waddaulah, Sultan and Yang Di-Pertuan of 
Brunei Darussalam. Although not open to 
public, except during Hari Raya Aidil Fitri, 
its golden domes and vaulted roof can be 
viewed from Kampong Ayer.

���������������������
The Royal Ceremonial Hall features an 
exquisite golden dome and hosts all of the 
Sultanate’s traditional royal ceremonies. 

Zulhijjah 1439 / Muharam 1440 September 2018
Date Ȍ 2 3 ȏ Ȑ 6 7 8 Ȕ Ȍȋ ȌȌ Ȍȍ ȌȎ Ȍȏ ȌȐ Ȍȑ ȌȒ Ȍȓ ȌȔ ȍȋ ȍȌ 22 23 ȍȏ ȍȐ 26 27 28 ȍȔ Ȏȋ

������� ȍȋ ȍȌ 22 23 ȍȏ ȍȐ 26 27 28 ȍȔ Ȍ 2 3 ȏ Ȑ 6 7 8 Ȕ Ȍȋ ȌȌ Ȍȍ ȌȎ Ȍȏ ȌȐ Ȍȑ ȌȒ Ȍȓ ȌȔ ȍȋ

Day Sat Sun Mon Tue ��� Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue ��� Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue ��� Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue ��� Thu Fri Sat Sun

Imsak 4.46 4.46 4.46 4.46 4.46 4.46 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.44 4.43 4.43 4.43 4.43 4.42 4.42 4.42 4.42 4.42 4.41 4.41 4.41

Subuh 4.56 4.56 4.56 4.56 4.56 4.56 4.55 4.55 4.55 4.55 4.55 4.55 4.54 4.54 4.54 4.54 4.54 4.54 4.53 4.53 4.53 4.53 4.52 4.52 4.52 4.52 4.52 4.51 4.51 4.51

Syuruk 6.14 6.14 6.14 6.14 6.13 6.13 6.13 6.13 6.13 6.12 6.12 6.12 6.12 6.11 6.11 6.11 6.11 6.11 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.10 6.09 6.09 6.09 6.09 6.09 6.08 6.08 6.08

Doha 6.37 6.36 6.36 6.36 6.36 6.36 6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35 6.34 6.34 6.34 6.34 6.33 6.33 6.33 6.33 6.33 6.32 6.32 6.32 6.32 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.31 6.30 6.30

����� 12.21 12.21 12.21 12.21 12.20 12.20 12.20 12.19 12.19 12.18 12.18 12.18 12.17 12.17 12.17 12.16 12.16 12.16 12.15 12.15 12.15 12.14 12.14 12.14 12.13 12.13 12.12 12.12 12.12 12.11

Asar 3.28 3.27 3.26 3.25 3.24 3.23 3.22 3.21 3.20 3.18 3.18 3.19 3.19 3.19 3.19 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.21 3.21 3.21 3.21 3.21 3.22 3.22 3.22 3.22 3.22 3.22 3.23

Maghrib 6.27 6.26 6.26 6.25 6.25 6.24 6.24 6.23 6.23 6.23 6.22 6.22 6.21 6.21 6.20 6.20 6.19 6.19 6.18 6.18 6.17 6.17 6.16 6.16 6.15 6.15 6.14 6.14 6.13 6.13

Isyak 7.37 7.36 7.36 7.35 7.34 7.34 7.33 7.33 7.32 7.32 7.31 7.31 7.30 7.30 7.29 7.29 7.28 7.28 7.27 7.27 7.26 7.26 7.25 7.25 7.24 7.24 7.23 7.23 7.22 7.22
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The museum is home to a 
collection of royal regalia, including 
the royal chariot, gold and silver 
ceremonial armoury, the jewel 
encrusted crowns used during the 
coronation and a replica of the 
throne, which is used by the Sultan 
on state occasions.

�����������������
Located on Jalan Sumbiling,  
this wooden palace captures the 
architectural heritage of old  
Malay palaces. Visitors may  
view only from outside.

���������������
�����������������
	�����������������
The capital’s most popular 
shopping venues, it combines  
both traditional Malay and  
modern architecture. 

11
Temburong
������������
� 
��������������
Explore Brunei’s lush virgin forest 
through lofty canopy walkways, scenic 
hiking trails and a thrilling river ride to 
the park on the Temburong River.

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK�������������
Brunei’s national museum spotlights 
Brunei’s role in Southeast Asia’s 
history. The Islamic Art Gallery has 
historical pieces of Islamic art and a 
commendable Quran collection. 

����������������
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Brunei’s ancient and traditional arts 
and crafts – kain tenunan, silver & 
brass ware, wood carving and basketry 
– are showcased in this centre, aimed 
to preserve its rich legacy.

���������

��
The Tamu, or open air market, on 
the banks of the Kianggeh River is a 
popular local market for traditional 
dishes, fruits, vegetables, flowers  
and handicrafts.

������
�����
The world’s largest water village that 
is home to more than 30,000 people 
living on unique wooden houses on 
stilts over the Brunei River. 

Tutong
��������������
Brunei’s largest lake that curves in an ‘S’ 
has an island in the centre accessible 
via a wooden walkway and various 
facilities for picnics and recreation.

Belait
����ƛ�
�������������������
An ‘edutainment’ facility, this interactive 
science centre aims to make science 
exciting and accessible to all with more 
than 100 hands-on exhibits in themed 
areas to explore. 

Muharam 1440 / Safar 1440 October 2018
Date Ȍ 2 3 ȏ Ȑ 6 7 8 Ȕ Ȍȋ ȌȌ Ȍȍ ȌȎ Ȍȏ ȌȐ Ȍȑ ȌȒ Ȍȓ ȌȔ ȍȋ ȍȌ 22 23 ȍȏ ȍȐ 26 27 28 ȍȔ Ȏȋ ȎȌ

������� ȍȌ 22 23 ȍȏ ȍȐ 26 27 28 ȍȔ Ȍ 2 3 ȏ Ȑ 6 7 8 Ȕ Ȍȋ ȌȌ Ȍȍ ȌȎ Ȍȏ ȌȐ Ȍȑ ȌȒ Ȍȓ ȌȔ ȍȋ ȍȌ 22

Day Mon Tue ��� Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue ��� Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue ��� Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue ��� Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue ���

Imsak 4.41 4.41 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.39 4.39 4.39 4.39 4.39 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.36 4.36 4.36 4.36 4.36

Subuh 4.51 4.51 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.49 4.49 4.49 4.49 4.49 4.48 4.48 4.48 4.48 4.48 4.48 4.47 4.47 4.47 4.47 4.47 4.47 4.47 4.47 4.46 4.46 4.46 4.46 4.46

Syuruk 6.08 6.08 6.07 6.07 6.07 6.07 6.07 6.07 6.06 6.06 6.06 6.06 6.06 6.06 6.06 6.06 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.05

Doha 6.30 6.30 6.30 6.30 6.29 6.29 6.29 6.29 6.29 6.29 6.29 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28 6.28

����� 12.11 12.11 12.11 12.10 12.10 12.10 12.09 12.09 12.09 12.08 12.08 12.08 12.08 12.07 12.07 12.07 12.07 12.07 12.06 12.06 12.06 12.06 12.06 12.06 12.05 12.05 12.05 12.05 12.05 12.05 12.05

Asar 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.23 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.24 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25

Maghrib 6.12 6.12 6.11 6.11 6.11 6.10 6.10 6.09 6.09 6.09 6.08 6.08 6.07 6.07 6.07 6.06 6.06 6.06 6.05 6.05 6.05 6.04 6.04 6.04 6.04 6.03 6.03 6.03 6.03 6.03 6.02

Isyak 7.21 7.21 7.21 7.20 7.20 7.19 7.19 7.19 7.18 7.18 7.17 7.17 7.17 7.16 7.16 7.16 7.16 7.15 7.15 7.15 7.15 7.14 7.14 7.14 7.14 7.14 7.14 7.14 7.13 7.13 7.13
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Atticus
The anonymous poet 
Atticus is known for his 
short-form style poetry 
and is part of a huge 
wave of poets who 
have found a huge and 
growing audience online 
using platforms like 
Tumblr and Instagram. 
In his second book, he 
captures the infectious 
energy of starting 
a relationship, the 
tumultuous realities of 
commitment and the 
agonising nostalgia 
of being alone again. 
While grappling with the 
question of how to live 
with purpose and find 
meaning in the journey, 
these poems offer both 
honest explorations 
of loneliness and our 
search for connection, 
as well as light-hearted, 
humorous observations.

�������������Ƿ��
ULTIMATE EATLIST 
Lonely Planet Food
The Lonely Planet team 
asked the planet's top 
chefs, food writers and their 
food-obsessed authors to 
name their favourite, most 
authentic gastronomic 
encounters. The result is 
a journey to Mozambique 
for piri-piri chicken, Japan 
for bullet train bento 
boxes, San Sebastian 
pintxos bars, and a further 
497 of the most exciting 
eateries anywhere on Earth. 
Malaysia’s Laksa and Hong 
Kong’s Dim Sum also made 
it to the world's top 500 
food experiences.

BEST BEAR EVER! 
����������������
��������������	�
����
Liz Climo
Cartoonist and popular 
blogger Climo returns 
with another collection 
of her comics – this time 
following the seasons 
with her most beloved 
characters. The book 
follows main characters 
Bear and Rabbit through 
the seasons, as they go 
on adventures, spend 
time with old friends 
and make new ones. 
This collection is a mix 
of new comics and 
fan favourites, plus a 
never-before-published 
long-form comic.

��������������Ǆ�
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Murkoff, author of 
America's bestselling 
pregnancy and 
parenting books, 
introduces her 
must-have guide 
for every expectant 
couple before they 
even conceive. 
Apart from practical 
information, advice 
and tips, Murkoff 
offers the same kind 
of reassuring and 
empathetic writing 
fans have grown to 
love. Also included is 
a chapter on the latest 
in fertility treatments 
– from Clomid to IVF 
and more. Complete 
with a fill-in fertility 
journal to keep track 
of the babymaking 
adventure and special 
tips throughout for 
hopeful dads.

���������������
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The hysterical, clever 
and unforgettable 
sequel to Jonasson’s 
international bestseller 
The Hundred-Year-Old 
Man Who Climbed 
Out of the Window 
and Disappeared. 
What's next for Allan 
Karlsson? Turns out 
this centenarian has a 
few more adventures 
in store including a 
sea adventure that 
includes a rescue by a 
North Korean ship and 
coming face-to-face 
with a suitcase full of 
contraband uranium. 
Things get even more 
complicated when 
Kim Jong-un, Donald 
Trump and Angela 
Merkel all come into 
the narrative.

TO UNPLUG AND UNWIND.
�����

Books featured are available at 

and  
�����ǄǙǙ��������ǅ����������ǅ���Ǚǅ

Terms & conditions apply.
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WWW.FLYROYALBRUNEI.COM/ROYALSKIES

Contact Royal Skies Service Centre at +673 236 7833 or 
email royalskies@rba.com.bn to find out more

Travelling overseas?
Here’s where you can earn more Royal Skies miles:

Quote your Royal Skies Membership number upon booking.

Earn more
    Royal Skies miles today
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